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Year B, Epiphany

Matthew 2:1-12

“Moths to a flame; Magi to a star.”

• When Katy and I were first starting out as a married couple, we bought a 
little house in Conway, AR

• We got our first dog, Beans, and then Rosie
• And we walked them every night much like we do for Sally today
• And on one particular night, we saw something strange
• It was a big spot light pointing up into the sky
• It was one of those really big and bright ones, and it was moving 

around and you could see it for miles
• As we walked the dogs that night, our curiosity got the best of us
• And we decided to get in the car and go find out where it was
• We drove several miles, made a couple of course corrections, and 

finally found a new Sonic
• It was celebrating its grand opening, and there was the spot light, on a 

trailer, pointing up into the night sky, swaying back and forth
• It was there to do just what it did- to get people’s attention and curiosity 

peeked so they will come see what is going on
• There is something about strange lights in the sky- I admit, I find it 

perfectly natural for three wise men to set out looking following a 
strange light

• We all are attracted to light- it has a strange power over us
• Today we celebrate the magi’s curiosity and determination, as they left 

behind their normal life for the small chance they would find something 
amazing

• It is Epiphany- that ah-ha moment when we come to some realization, 
and that something puts everything else in perspective

• Today remembers and celebrates the Magi’s own understanding of 
what the God of Israel and of the world was doing

• And from Matthew’s account, there is a lot of mystery and a lot of 
meaning within their visit

• Much like we are attracted to a bright light or shiny object
• We also cannot resist a mystery
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• Throughout the centuries, many speculations around these three magi 
have come into being

• It was around the 8th century that the Venerable Bede, a priest in 
England who is known for his historical records of the English people

• Added quite a bit to the magi lore1

• He was the first to give them names: 
• Melchior, an old man with white hair and a long beard who brought 

gold to the newborn Christ child 
• Gaspar, who was young, beardless, and ruddy complexioned, brings 

frankincense to Jesus as a sign of his divinity
• And finally, Balthasar, a black-skinned and heavily bearded man, 

bringing myrrh, a spice often used during burials, 
• Symbolizing Jesus’ eventual death.
• Later, it was thought that they came from different parts of the world: 

one from Western Europe, one from Asia, and one from Africa2

• All this makes for a great Christmas pageant, with kids dressed in bath 
robes, or some other elaborate and interesting costumes

• And they are often shown all together with shepherds, angels, and a 
baby in a manger

• Although I would not do this on Christmas Eve, I have to tell you it 
probably did not happen this way

• We don’t really know much about the magi at all
• They are only recorded in Matthew, who by the way says nothing about 

shepherds
• And vice versa, Luke talks about shepherds, but no wise men

• And we know they brought three gifts, but we do not know how many 
of them came

• And we certainly do not know their names or what they looked like, 
even if the Venerable Bede wrote it down as history

• So then what can we make of this story of the Magi’s visit, which in some 
parts of the world is a bigger celebration than Christmas?

• Well here is what we know:
• Although they give three gifts to Jesus, there were probably more than 

three people

 Venerable Bede around 8th century, referenced by William J. Danaher Jr., Feasting on the Word Year C 1

Volume 1, 212

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_Magi#Country_of_origin_and_journey2
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• Perhaps even a caravan, with camels, servants and supplies3

• They would have been traveling for weeks, or even months. 
• They would not have made it to the manger in time, and Matthew 

records them going in to a house
• And Since Herod ordered all boys under two killed
• Jesus was probably around that age by the time they found him4

• Of the gifts, gold is an obvious one, and still means the same thing 
today as it did then

• It symbolizes offerings and riches, those fit for a king
• Frankincense and myrrh were valuable commodities of the time, used 

for all kinds of things
• From Egyptian women’s eye shadow, to medicinal uses rumored to 

cure leprosy, worms, snakebites, plagues, scurvy,
• And my personal favorite: baldness5

• These would have been very valuable and practical gifts, certainly 
appreciated by a couple who has just had their first child

• We also know they were experts in watching the stars, astrologers
• They knew of this astrological event even when Herod and his advisors 

did not, when it was in their own backyard6

• There is a lot of doubt that they were kings- most likely they were 
advisors to kings in their homelands

• We also know one other important piece of information: they saw this 
sign and went to see what was happening

• They believed that something big was going on, something amazing, 
something divine

• And they set out following a bright light in the sky to see what might be 
happening

• There is little wonder why Matthew has decided to record this visit
• First off, the wise men came straight to Judea to visit Herod
• They were looking for a king, yet did not go to Rome, where Cesaer 

ruled over the entire empire

 Paul J. Achtemeier, Feasting on the Word Year C Volume 1, 2133

 Paul J. Achtemeier, Feasting on the Word Year C Volume 1, 2134

 http://science.howstuffworks.com/life/botany/question2831.htm5

 Paul J. Achtemeier, Feasting on the Word Year C Volume 1, 2156
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• It was a slap in the face of the current ruling power,  and probably 7

made the ancient Jews smile
• We mentioned that on Christmas Eve

• Second, the wise men came from the East
• Scholars believe that their homeland was Persia, or what was 

formerly called Babylon8

• And if you remember, was where the Israelites were held captive 
about 500 years before

• It brings to mind our reading this morning from Isaiah, written 
around that same time period of exile

• Isaiah says that “nations will come to your light”
• And “the wealth of all nations shall come to you.”
• And yes, they will “bring gold and frankincense”
• It points out that God’s salvation is in fact given for all nations
• These wise men are also fulfilling Hebrew scripture by visiting Christ
• And a major reversal is occurring where once the dominating, 

enslaving power of Babylon now makes a pilgrimage to pay homage 
to Jesus

• A child born to a Jewish family, in no way associated with the 
Romans

• Finally, the Magi’s visit to Jesus points to the full inclusion of the 
Gentiles in God’s new redeeming work

• These Gentiles were better informed about what was happening 
than the Jews of the time9

• It leads Paul to make his statement in Ephesians, claiming that the 
Gentiles have become fellow-heirs in Christ

• And for you and me, the magi are our forebears in faith, for we too 
are Gentiles who enjoy the benefits given to God’s people

• Matthew had lots of reasons to include this story in his account of Jesus’ 
birth

• It would have rang true in many different ways to his Jewish audience
• But I think the reason the story has become one of our major liturgical 

holidays is that it speaks directly to us- to you and me

 Kathryn Matthews Huey, Sermon Seeds for Kindle, Epiphany, Location 779/57287

 Paul J. Achtemeier, Feasting on the Word Year C Volume 1, 213-2158

 Stephen Bauman, Feasting on the Word Year C Volume 1, 2129
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• We are the Gentiles, the foreigners, who are allowed to enter God’s 
redeeming work through Jesus

• Whereas before God mostly kept a covenant with Israel
• Now it extends to all the nations, and to all people
• We too can seek after the light and find it.
• These men were from Persia, formerly Babylon, and had only 500 

years before held Israel captive
• If they are made welcome before the Christ child, then certainly all of 

us are too
• This light is not exclusive, but is available to all who seek after it

• When I read this passage this week, a phrase jumped out at me right 
away

• Funny how that happens, right?  You read the same thing over and 
over, and then all of a sudden something pops out at you that has not 
before.

• As the Magi left Jesus, they were warned in a dream not to return to 
Herod

• And they went home by a different road.
• After finding this new light of the world, after seeing God’s son in the 

flesh, they could not leave as they came
• They left by a different road, and they left as different people
• It is not possible to seek the light of Christ, find it, and simply go back 

to the way we were
• It leaves us changed, searching for a new road, a new way of being
• This season of Epiphany offers us a chance to be seekers again
• The holiday season of shopping and family get togethers has mostly 

passed
• Hopefully our stress is returning to normal
• And now we can look for the real light of the world
• May we never stop being seekers, may we always follow God’s light in 

our lives wherever it may lead us.
• There is always a light to follow- there is always an Epiphany to be 

found.

Amen.
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